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 IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE-2(FTC),

TINSUKIA  

  Sessions  case No. 192/(CH)2013

                                      U/S 120(B)/121/121(A) IPC

                            

                             Present :        Md. Abdul Hakim, M.A., LL.B.,

                                  Addl. Sessions  Judge-2(FTC), 

                                                  Tinsukia.

     The State of Assam

     -Vs-

        (1) Sri Dhiren Chetia 

       (2) Sri Pranab  Kr.  Borah &

      (3) Smt.  Jyoti  Borgohain.

                                                                 ---Accused        

Appearance :

               For the State : Sri R.C Das, Ld. A.P.P,

               For the accused persons ........... Sri  S. Sarma, Adv.                

 Date of evidence :  19.01.15,  07.02.15, 24.03.15, 
                      07.02.17,  17.03.18, 12.04.18, 08.11.19.  

   

 Date of argument :   19.11.2019

 Date of judgment :   29.11..2019.
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                                           J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.           Prosecution story, as it transpire from the bare perusal of the

FIR, lodged by the  informant, Sri Prabal  Ghosh that  Army on 05th May,

2007  had  conducted  specific  search   apprehension  received

information  through own  sources  regarding  presence  of ULFA cadre

in   Ghagari   village   and   apprehended   three   ULFA    cadre   at

Borjhia(Ghagari) village   namely, 1) SS Pvt Pranab  Kumar  Borah, 2)

SS  pvt  Dhiren  Chetia,  3)  Mrs.  Jyoti   Borgohain  Chetia.   The   Army

recovered – (a) four  mobile  phones  containing  telephone  numbers

of   ULFA  cadres,  (b)  Incriminating   documents   including    diaries

containing details  of  ULFA (c) Medicine  procured  for  ULFA  Cadre etc.

The apprehended  persons  confessed  their  association and  linkage

with  the  ULFA outfit and they  were  engaged  in illegal  acts    and

other  subversive  activities  in  the  locality. Hence the complainant

had lodged the FIR against the accused persons.

2.            Receiving the FIR, Sadiya P.S. registered a case no. 32/07  and

caused investigation. On completion of the investigation, above named

accused persons was charge sheeted and forwarded to face the trial.

3.           On  appearance  before  the  court   by  the accused persons,

copy was  furnished  to them u/s 207 Cr.P.C. Thereafter, the GR case

no.  46/2007 was committed to the Court  of  Session by the S.D.J.M,

Sadiya. The GR case no. 46/2007 was registered as session’s case no.

192(CH)/2013 and transferred to this court for trial.

4.         On  appearance  of  the  accused persons and upon hearing

both sides and considering the materials on record my Ld. predecessor

had framed the charges u/s 120(B)/121)/121(A)IPC, particulars of which

on  being  read  over  and  explained  the  accused  persons,  they  had

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

5.         During trial, prosecution examined 8 (eight) witnesses. The

accused persons are  examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C.
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6.           I  have  heard argument put forward by the ld. Counsels for

both the sides as well as gone through the entire evidence available on

record.

7.      Points for determination :-

1. Whether  the  accused  persons  05.05.2007  at  Borjhia

(Ghagari) under  Sadiya P.S  agreed  with  the  members  of

the  banned  ULFA organization  to  do  an  illegal  act  and

caused  to  be  done  any  other  subversive  activities  in  the

locality  and  thereby committed  an  offence punishable  U/s.

120(B) IPC?

2. Whether all the accused persons  on  the  same  day,  time

and  place  had  attempted  to   wage   war   against   the

Government  of  India  and thereby  committed  an  offence

punishable  U/s. 121 IPC?

3. Whether all the accused persons  on  the  same  day,  time

and  place  had   conspired   to   overawe   by   means   of

criminal   force   against   the   Government   and   thereby

committed  an offence punishable  U/s. 121(A) IPC?

DISCUSSION,DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

8.           P.W.1,  Rikan  Patar has  deposed  that    he  does  not  know

the  accused persons. In  the  year  2007,  the  Army  apprehended

some  persons and  called  him  to   the  house of   Chandi   Ram

Deori(since  deceased), some papers   were  recovered  from  a  person

named  Chetia . Police seized  the  document  and  prepared   seizure-

list. Ext. 1  is  the  Seizure-list &  Ext. 1(1)  is  his  signature. The

seizure-list   was  prepared  in  the  P.S.
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9.            In  cross-examination   he   has  stated  that  he  does  not

know  what  were  the  documents  that  were  seized. The  army

personnel showed  him  the  documents. Police did  not  tell  him  about

the  contents  of  the  documents. He  does  not  know  why Army

apprehended  chetia. 

10.           P.W.2,  Sri  Golap  Bora has  deposed that  accused  Pranab

Bora  is  his  brother. The  other  accused  persons  are  known  to him.

About  5-6 years  back his  brother  &  Dhiren Chetia  were  taken

away  by  the  Army. The  police  informed  him  about  it. They  were

later  forwarded  to  Court. The  police  told  that  his  brother   and

Dhiren  belonged  to  the  ULFA  Cadre. Ext. 1(2)  is  his  signature. He

does  not remember  why and  where  he  put  his  signature.

11.        In  cross-examination  he  has  stated  that    he  has  no

personal  knowledge as  to  whether  the  accused persons   are   of

the  ULFA  Cadre.  He  puts  his  signature  on  Ext. 1 as  because police

asked  him  to  do  so. He  does  not  remember  if    there  was

anything  written  there. 

12.          PW.3,   Smt. Nirupama  Buragohain has  deposed  that   she

does  not  know  Pranab  Borah.  She  knows  the  other  accused

persons  who  are  from  her  village. She  knows  nothing  about  the

incident.

13.          The cross  examination  of  this  witness  is  declined  by  the

defence.

14.          P.W.4, Sri Teg Bahadur  Chetry  has  deposed  that he  does

not know  the  accused  persons. He   knows  Sri  Pranab  Kumar Bora,

he  resided  in   a  rented  house  of  Sri  Rajen Deori  in  the  year

2007. The  Army  personnel  came  to their   village  and he  was  taken

by  them to  the  house  of Sri Pranab  Kumar  Bora. He  was  directed

to  call  the  Gaonbura. Accordingly,  he called  him and  he  came  to

the  house  of  Pranab  Kumar  Bora and  searched  in  the  house  of

Pranab  Kumar  Bora and  army  personnel  also  taken  alongwith
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them  two  guest  boy.  

15.        In Cross-examination  he  has  stated  that  when  army

personnel  searched  the  house  of  Sri Pranab  Kumar  Bora,   he was

in his  house. 

16.          P.W.5, Sri Ram  Nath  Deori  has  deposed  that he does not

know  the  accused  persons. In the  year  2007  army  personnel

conducted   search  operation  in  the  house  of  Sri  Pranab  Kumar

Bora. The Army personnel brought him  with  them. 

 
17.       In  Cross-examination  he  has  stated  that when  army

personnel  searched  the  house  of  Sri Pranab  Kumar  Bora, he  was

in his  house.

                 

18.         P.W.6, Sri Jitendra Nath  Saikia (retired SI) has  deposed  that

on  25.04.11 he was posted  at  Sadiya  P.S as  2nd Officer. On  that

day  the  then  OC, Sri  Prafulla  Konwer  entrusted  him to investigate

this  case. On  perusal  of  the  Case  Diary he found that  the Prayer

for  prosecution  sanction  has  not  been  sent. Accordingly, he sent

prayer  for  Prosecution  sanction.  In  the  mean  time   he  has  been

transferred, he  handed  over  the  Case Diary  to  the  OC, Sadiya  P.S.

19.         In Cross-examination has  deposed  that   he has  not  seen

the  copy  of the application  for  Prosecution  sanction in  the case

record.  Today  he  has  not  seen  the statement of  the  accused,

witnesses and copy  of  the  seizure-list,  copy  of  the  FIR in  the  case

record which  was  enclosed  with  the  application  for  Prosecution

sanction. He  denies  the  suggestion  that  he  has  not  sent  any

prayer for Prosecution  sanction.  

20.           P.W.7, Sri Jiten Gogoi (SI)  has  deposed  that on completion

of  the  investigation  which  was  done  by  earlier I.O.,  S.I  Nageswar

Kalita  and  Sri J.N  Saikia,  he filed only  charge-sheet against  the

accused  Sri  Dhiren  Chetia, Pranab  Kumar  Borah, Jyoti  Borgohain
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U/s. 120(B)/121/121(A) of  IPC with  a prayer to  the  Government  for

sanction  against  the accused persons  U/s. 10/13 U.A(P)  Act, 1967.

Ext. 2  is  the  charge-sheet,  Ext. 2(1) is  his signature. 

21.          In  Cross-examination  the PW.7 has  stated  that    there  is

no  requirement to get  Prosecution  Sanction  if   Charge-sheet  is

submitted  U/s.120(B) IPC. He  denies  the  suggestion  that to  file  the

charge-sheet  against  the  accused  of  the  instant  case  Prosecution

Sanction  was  required in  accordance  with  law  and  hence and he

has  submitted  the  charge-sheet illegally  against  the   accused

persons. 

22.        P.W.8,   Sri Nageswar Kalita (Retd. Inspector)  has  deposed

that    on    06.05.07   he  was   posted   as  Officer in  Charge  at

Chapakhowa  Police  Station, Sadiya. On  that  day  he  received  an

ejahar  from Major (Adjutant)  for   Commanding  officer,  11th Sikhlai

Regiment  camp  Chapakhowa.  Accordingly  same  was  registered

vide  Ext. 3 & 4, FIR. Ext. 3(1)  and  Ext. 4(1)  are the  signatures  of

the   Prabal  Ghosh,   the   informant.  Ext.   4(2)  is   his  signature.

Thereafter he examined the complainant,  recorded  his  statement.

The   informant  had   provided   some   documents   at   the   P.S.

Accordingly  those  were  seized. Ext. 5  is  the  chart  of  telephone

numbers. Ext. 6  is the  seizure  memo. Ext. 6(1)  is  his signature  as

witness no. 1 on  the  seizure  memo. Ext. 7 is  the photo of mobile

provided  by  the informant. Ext. 8  & Ext. 9 is  the  handing  and taking

certificate.  Ext. 8(1)  and  Ext. 9(1)  are his signatures  on  handing

and  taking  certificate. Ext. 10  is  the  medical  certificate  of  the

accused  treated  in  Chapakhowa  FRU.    He  also  prepared  one

seizure-list. Ext. 1 is the  seizure-list,  Ext. 1(3)  is  his  signature. He

visited  the   P.O  on 08.05.18. He also  prepared  one  sketch map  at

the P.O. Ext. 11 is the  said  sketch  map, Ext. 11(1) is his signature.

The  accused persons  were  apprehended  by  Army  personnel  and

handed  over  to  police  on 06.05.07. The  accused persons  namely,

Sri  Dhiren  Chetia, Sri  Pranab  Kumar  Borah, Smt. Jyoti  Borgohain

Chetia were  examined and  recorded  their  statement. Later  they
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were  arrested  and  forwarded to the  Ld. Court, Sadiya. Ext. 12 is  the

accused  Forwarding  Report  .  Ext.  12(1)   is   his  signature  on  the

Forwarding  report. Ext. 13 is  the  2nd  Forwarding  report.  Ext. 13(1)  is

his   signature  on  the   2nd Forwarding   report.  He  examined   and

recorded  the  statements  of  witnesses, namely, Sri Prabal  Ghash,  Sri

Rikan Ratan,  Sri  Gurdeep  Singh, Sri  Golap   Borah,  Smt. Nirupama

Borbora,  Sri  Teg  Bahadur  Chetra,  Sri  Tankeswar  Sonowal  and  Sri

Gobin  Sonowal. In the  mean  time  he  got  transfer  order,  so  he

handed  over  the C.D  to  the next  OC.

23.          In cross examination the PW. 8  has  deposed  that   he  seized

the    Ext. 5,   Ext. 6,  Ext. 7,  Ext. 8,  Ext. 9  & Ext. 10  from  the

complainant.  He  has  not  seized those  mobile  phones  which   were

shown  in  Ext. 7. He  has  not  seen  those  articles  which  were

seized  by him as per  Ext. 1. He denies  the  suggestion that he did not

seize  any  article  from  accused Pranab  Kumar  Borah  and  Dhiren

Chetia. 

24.          With  regard   to   the   point  for  determination,  Ld.  Counsel

for  the  accused persons has pointed  out  (i)That  the Prosecution  has

to   prove  that  the  accused persons had  agreed  with  the  members

of  banned  ULFA Organization  to  do  an  illegal  act  and attempted to

rage  war  against  the  Govt. of India  and conspire  to  overawe  by

means  of   criminal  force  to  the   people  of  India. (ii) That no

incriminating   material   could   be   recovered   from the   accused

persons   hence,  prosecution   has  failed   to   prove   the   material

ingredients   against   the  accused person.  (iii)  that  no PW’s  have

deposed that   the   accused persons   were   working to   help   the

banned  ULFA  Organization.  Thus  the  Ld.  defence  counsel   has

prayed  to  acquit  the  accused  person.

25.       In reply  Ld. Addl. P.P   has   submitted  that  the prosecution

has  succeeded  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused  persons. 

26.         Under   hearing   both   side,  I   have  gone  through  the
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material  evidence  on  record it  is found that  the  complainant , Sri

Prabal  Ghosh that  Army on 05th May, 2007 had conducted specific

search   apprehension  received   information   through own  sources

regarding   presence   of  ULFA  cadre   in   Ghagari   village   and

apprehended  three  ULFA   cadre  at Borjhia(Ghagari) village   namely,

1) SS Pvt Pranab  Kumar  Borah, 2) SS pvt Dhiren Chetia, 3) Mrs. Jyoti

Borgohain Chetia.  The  Army  recovered – (a) four  mobile  phones

containing  telephone  numbers  of   ULFA cadres,  (b)  Incriminating

documents  including   diaries  containing details  of  ULFA (c) Medicine

procured  for  ULFA  Cadre etc. The apprehended  persons  confessed

their  association and  llinkage  with  the  ULFA outfit and they  were

engaged  in illegal  acts    and  other  subversive  activities  in  the

locality”. 

27.         Upon  perusal  of  the  evidence  of  the  PW’s, it  is  found

that  no  witnesses  have corroborated the FIR.  The PW’s have not

deposed that any incriminating seized materials were  recovered  from

the   accused   persons.  No  PW’s  have  deposed  that  the   accused

persons  had   agreed   with   the   members   of   banned   ULFA

Organization  to  do  an  illegal  act  and attempted to  rage  war

against  the  Govt. of India  and conspire  to  overawe  by  means  of

criminal  force  to  the   people  of  India. That no PW’s  have  deposed

that  the  accused persons  were  working to  help  the  banned  ULFA

Organization. 

28.          Although P.W.1,  Rikan  Patar has  deposed  that    in  the  year

2007,  the  Army  apprehended some  persons and  called  him  to  the

house of  Chandi  Ram  Deori (since  deceased), some papers   were

recovered  from  a  person  named  Chetia . Police  seized seized  the

document  and  prepared   seizure-list. Ext. 1  is  the  Seizure-list &

Ext. 1(1)  is  his  signature. The  seizure-list   was  prepared  in  the  P.S.

But in cross-examination  he  has  stated  that  he  does  not  know

what  were  the  documents  that  were  seized. The  army  personnel

showed  him  the  documents. Police did  not  tell  him  about  the
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contents   of   the   documents.  He   does   not   know   why  Army

apprehended  chetia. 

29.         Likewise  P.W.2,  Sri  Golap  Bora has  deposed that  accused

Pranab  Bora  is  his  brother. The  other  accused  persons  are  known

to him. About  5-6 years  back his  brother  &  Dhiren Chetia  were

taken  away  by  the  Army. The  police  informed  him  about  it. They

were  later  forwarded  to  Court. The  police  told  that  his  brother

and Dhiren  belonged  to  the  ULFA  Cadre. Ext. 1(2)  is  his  signature.

He  does  not remember  why and  where  he  put  his  signature. But in

cross-examination   he   has   stated   that    he   has   no   personal

knowledge as  to  whether  the  accused persons   are   of  the  ULFA

Cadre.  He  puts  his  signature  on  Ext. 1 as  because police  asked

him  to  do  so. He  does  not  remember  if   there  was  anything

written   there.  No  independent  witnesses    have   supported   the

prosecution  story.  Hence, it cast a doubt  about  the  prosecution

story.  

30.        There   is   no   material  circumstances  which  can  be

connected   the  accused  with  the  alleged  offence. There  is  no

coherent   link  of   circumstances   against   the   accused   persons.

Although  it  is  alleged  that  the  accused  persons  were suspected

ULFA  cadre. But there  is  no  corroboration of claim of suspected  ULFA

cadre by the  prosecution by any  material  evidence. Hence,  it  cast  a

doubt  about  the  authenticity  of  the  prosecution  story.  

31.         Under  the above  facts  and  circumstances and  taking  note

of   the   evidence   on  record  I  am  of  considered   opinion   that

Prosecution has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused

persons  U/s. 120(B)/121/121(A)  IPC beyond  all  reasonable   doubts.

Hence, the accused 1) Pranab  Kumar  Borah, 2) Dhiren Chetia, 3) Mrs.

Jyoti  Borgohain Chetia are acquitted  on  benefit  of  doubt and set at

liberty. 
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32.            Destroy the seized materials in accordance with law.

33.           The  bail  bond of the accused are extended to six months as

per S. 437 A Cr.P.C.  

34.        Send  a copy of the Judgment to the Deputy commissioner

Tinsukia. 

35.          Given  under my hand and seal of this court on this the 29 th

day of November, 2019.

Dictated & corrected by me:                 

                                  

             (Md. Abdul Hakim)                          (Md. Abdul Hakim)

     Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC-2),           Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC-2), 

                  Tinsukia.                     Tinsukia.

         Transcribed by :

        P.D Phukan (Steno).
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 A P P E N D I X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

   P.W.1,  Rikan  Patar,

   P.W.2,  Sri  Golap  Bora,

   PW.3,  Smt. Nirupama  Buragohain,

   P.W.4,  Sri Teg Bahadur  Chetry,

   P.W.5,  Sri Ram  Nath  Deori,

   P.W.6,  Sri Jitendra Nath  Saikia (retired SI)  

   P.W.7,  Sri Jiten Gogoi (SI)   

   P.W.8,  Sri Nageswar Kalita (Retd. Inspector)   

PROSECUTION  DOCUMENTS :

   Ext. 1 is the  seizure-list, 

   Ext. 2  is  the  charge-sheet,

   Ext. 3 & 4, FIR,

   Ext. 5  is  the  chart  of  telephone numbers.

   Ext. 6  is the  seizure  memo. 

   Ext. 7 is  the photo of mobile provided  by  the informant.

   Ext. 8  & Ext. 9 are  the  handing  and taking certificate.   

  Ext. 10  is  the  medical  certificate  of  the  accused  treated  in

Chapakhowa  FRU.   

   Ext. 11 is the  said  sketch  map, 

   Ext. 12 is  the accused Forwarding Report . 

   Ext. 13 is  the  2nd  Forwarding  report.  

 

                                                                         
                                                                            (Md. Abdul Hakim)

                                        Addl. Sessions Judge-2(FTC), 
                                                                          Tinsukia.


